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Terumatsu Yabuki is reunited
with his family when he
returned from Minidoka to
his greenhouse property at
Hunt’s Point near Bellevue,
Washington on May 17, 1945.
Left to right: Terumatsu Yabuki;
mother Yabuki; Private First
Class Kiyoshi Yabuki and
Hideo Yabuki.
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Vandalism in the segregated Japanese
section of the Rose City Cemetery in
Portland, Oregon, 1944.
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Vandalism and looting
of belongings stored for
church members at the
Tacoma Buddhist Church,
Tacoma, Washington, 1944.
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May Yasutake left Minidoka
in the spring of 1943 to work
as a cashier in a cafeteria in
Cincinnati, Ohio. She is seen
here during training for her
job. The others in the photo are
likely WRA staff.
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The exclusion movement began
in the 1800s and first targeted
the Chinese, but grew to include
Japanese and Koreans as well. The
movement was especially vocal in
Oregon, where politicians fanned the
flames of hatred by publishing The
Japanese Exclusion League Journal.
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In 1945, the Seattle Civic Unity
Committee, the University
Friends Meeting (Quakers),
and other organizations assisted
returning Japanese Americans
in resettling and helped ease
tensions in the community.
Quaker groups around the
country provided the
same support.
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The Issei were finally granted
a path to naturalization and
citizenship in 1952. This
overhaul of the immigration
system (the McCarran-Walter
Act) lifted the citizenship ban
for all foreign-born Asian
people. This image shows a
Certificate of Naturalization
for Bunshiro Tazuma of Seattle
in 1954.
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Mr. and Mrs. Shosuke Nishimura
returned to their Seattle nursery
after the war. They overcame initial
difficulties with tenants and were
successful in re-establishing their
business. Their neighbors were
friendly and helpful.1945.
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Seattle’s Higo 10¢ Store was a mainstay in
Nihonmachi since the early 1900s. The store
was closed during the war and its owners,
the Murakami family, were incarcerated at
Minidoka. They returned to Seattle after the
war and reopened the store, operating it for
the next 40 years. The site now houses a new
store, the Kobo Gallery, where an exhibit
about the Higo Store can be found.
Top: The interior of the Higo store in the
early 1900s. Both Japanese and American
goods could be found there.
Bottom: The store was boarded up after
the Murakami family was forcibly removed
from Seattle at the beginning of 1942.
Inset: Sanzo and Matsuyo Murakami,
owners of the Higo 10¢ Store, pose with
their children (L-R) Ayako, Masako (on
lap), Kay, and Chiyoko.Seattle, WA, 1920.
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Higo’s Five and Dime
My mother tows me in the red
Radio Flyer to Higo’s in Japantown
when the Smith Tower looms tallest
west of the Mississippi
and sidewalks on Jackson Street
are knotty planks.
I drop pebbles between the sidewalk cracks.
Imagine them tumbling to China.
Shopkeeper bells chime our arrival.
A silk kimono from “Occupied Japan”
drapes a blond mannequin.
The family dog curls near the cash register
and beside it wind-up toys…
Sanzo, Matsuyo’s husband, dies after
their return from Minidoka,
when Made in Japan means cheap and shoddy
and Issei are forbidden o become U.S. citizens.
The Japanese community is broken.
Sento bath houses stand silent, toy prizes disappear
from Tomoe Ame boxes and Japanese flee
to suburban split level homes and strip malls.

For decades the family waxes the linoleum floors
and prepares meals in the backroom
next to the family shrine.
Sanzo’s dream of a family business
that mends the community
survives to a time when
Made in Japan means quality,
sidewalks of Jackson Street are concrete,
pebbles stop falling to China…
Shopkeepers bell chime, the sound lingers
then fades. The Higo legacy passes to
Ayakio, Kazuichi, Masako,
Paul, and now John and Binko-san.
Five and dime memorabilia
sparkle next to arts and crafts.
Higo evolves into the Kobo Gallery,
magnet for a community dispersed.
It is a vortex where togetherness binds us as family.
I find sanctuary and peace among the hive of memories.
Cup my hands like a child,
catch and savor the sweet morsels of acceptance.
Lawrence Matsuda
(excerpted from
A Cold Wind from Idaho)
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May Ideta (pictured on right) and her sister Yuki
were students at Drake University in Des Monies,
Iowa. Their parents and two younger sisters also
relocated to Des Moines from Minidoka so they
could stay together. They were formerly from Seattle,
Washington. March 17, 1945
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Before the war, George T. Nakamura was
a machinist/welder in Portland, Oregon.
At Minidoka, he volunteered for outside
work and was a maintenance machinist.
He secured permanent leave in1943
and worked as a machinist/welder for a
Chicago war contractor.
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“Oh, it was bad because I remember a lot of
these restaurants says, ‘No, Japs.’ They would
have signs out there, ‘No Japs,’ and you were
called ‘Jap.’ And even in school, see, ‘cause I
had two year, junior, senior, at Ontario. And
some of ‘em were real, real good to you, these
kids, ‘cause I have a lot of good friends, and
there were others that called you ‘Jap,’ they
just treated you like dogs. And the funny
thing is, is mainly the athletes, the guys that
are athletes, they’re the ones that mistreated

The sign on the door
of this restaurant said
“No Japs.” It is possibly
located near the
Minidoka camp,
Hunt, Idaho.
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us. And the funny thing is, right there,
is that these are the guys that mistreated
us, and to this day, they are my
dearest friends.
I think they changed; I think they did.
Because once in a while, I’ll tell this one
guy, he’s Basque, and I’ll mention to him,
said, ‘Remember when we were in high
school, how you hated us?’ He’d laugh.
But I think that’s where the Japanese
people are different…with the Japanese
people, they had to put up with all that,
but yet they lived, we live here, and this
is our home. So you either take it or you
leave it. And to this day, my best friend,
and to most of our Japanese people,
best friends.”
Ruth Sasaki
Troutdale, Oregon
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They Turn Their Eyes Away
Freedom will not be open arms
and welcome banners.
Red rose petal showers
reserved for real Americans.
We are the vanquished for
walking through the victor’s lair,
gauntlet of 1,000 eyes.
Anxious to pass unnoticed
in our yellow skin,
we will turn away from
Remember Pearl Harbor remarks.
Mushroom clouds inhabit
the irises of our eyes.
Lawrence Matsuda
Excerpted from the poem “They
Turn their Eyes Away” in the book
Glimpses of a Forever Foreigner
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Japanese section librarian H.
Nagai and assistant librarian
Elsie Hosogi show off new
books about different areas
of the country and a map
displaying resettlement
locations of Minidoka
incarcerees, Minidoka library,
January 1944.
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Alice Kawasaki (front) was incarcerated at
Minidoka before joining the US Nurse Cadet
Corps. She, Tomi Nagasawa, and four other cadets
were guests at a get-acquainted party sponsored
by the Rochester, New York Committee for the
Resettlement of Japanese Americans, June 4, 1944.

Mr. Asakawa in his rhubarb patch. He returned
from Minidoka to his former neighborhood
in Gresham, Oregon, wfere he had lived for
over thirty years. Upon his return, he found
his neighbors friendly and willing to help his
family with shopping. May 20, 1945.
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Abe Hagiwara was originally from Alaska
and was sent to Minidoka. While his parents
remained in camp, he and his wife secured work
releases and settled in Cleveland, Ohio, where
he was employed as a boys’ work secretary at the
YMCA and his wife was a typist at the County
Library. August 19, 1943.
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Dr. V Sugami relocated from Minidoka to
Sacramento, California, where he opened his
dental practice, August 15, 1945.
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